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Overview of financial information, reporting and budgeting framework at VIU.
Key dates and best practices along with Q&A targeted at supporting the Budget Holder
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“The Budget Office” at VIU is made up of 3 people who reside in the Financial Services
department which falls under the CFO, VP Administration umbrella.
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Finance website
Commonly used forms – Purchase requisition, JV, Employee Expense claim, request for a
new cost centre, signing authority, multi‐year budget
FRS Users Manual – PDF document that will walk a new user through step by step how to
find and produce reports on cost centres
Object Codes – 2 PDF documents. One in object code sequence, the other in Financial
Statement category sequence
FRS Financial Records System – access point for the FRS system. Will require valid user
name and password to access.
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Prompt: if additional terminology is desired to be added to the list to please contact the
budget office.
We hope to load this to the finance website as a central resource soon.
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We are not going to go through the document in detail, but is a take‐away resource to read
later. We will touch on some of the items during today’s orientation.
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Before we look at some of the common Financial Reports available it is good to have an
understanding of the Framework applicable to financial transactions at VIU.
There is a website (under Governance) for all public budget documentation for each budget
planning year. The public documents generally are as shown [above].
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This is often referred to as ‘the budget on a page’. It represents the fully consolidated plan
for the fiscal year in revenue and expenditure format.
Key points:
• Swim lanes [columns] are used to segregate types of activity
• The ORANGE combined budget represent the core activity of VIU as a stand alone entity.
• The BROWN University Budget brings the Ancillary and Capital activity of VIU in and
represents VIU Proper
• From a fully consolidated perspective (required for our annual financial statement audit
as well as by AVED) is shown in BLUE.
• The consolidated values from the prior year are also shown to provide a high level
context of year over year changes.
Important context:
The Operating activity of VIU is a planned $9.2M deficit which means that surpluses from
Off Grant and Ancillary activity are required to balance the consolidated budget to nil – a
legislated mandate.
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We are going to walk you through 3 different reports of the same data to explain what the
various reports are showing and when and why a particular report option may be desirable.
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This is the main menu selection screen when a user logs into the FRS system. The menu
options will vary depending on user access/authority.
The 3 reports we are going to look at are generated by the two options highlighted [above].
These menu options are standard for users with at least viewing access to a cost centre.
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The first 2 report options are available to most users. The 3rd is restricted.
For these two common reports it is helpful to know when they are best used – depending
on the needs of your reporting.
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After choosing Cost Centre Summary/Detail from the menu you will come here.
Key points:
Todays date will always appear at the top (ex. 1‐JUN‐2016)
CAUTION: The fiscal periods chosen on this screen DICTATE what details and document
launching ability you will have.
Will have the ability to return to the Main FRS page by clicking the button at the bottom
Steps
1. Choose your year. The fiscal year for which you want to see cost centre data
2. Choose your cost centre. Is driven by your signing/viewing authority.
3. Choose the fiscal periods of the data you wish to see. Default of the system is to have
the open fiscal period as both starting and ending.
4. Generate the report. Click view cost centre summary
Tip. Can use the HOME and END buttons on your keyboard to quick move to top and
bottom of fiscal period selection list.
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Refer to handout provided for commentary on what each column means/contains.
The icons at the far left (upside down triangle in a box) are buttons that will allow you to
drill into the desired expense object to see the individual transactions that are making up
the revenue/expenditure to date and/or budget committed values. From there you will be
able to launch invoices, PO’s, etc. if they exist.
REMINDER: the starting and ending fiscal periods selected in the previous screen will
dictate which transactions are visible when drilling down.
Key Points:
• Budget for Year column will tell you the spending limit approved for the cost centre
• Budget Uncommitted column will tell you the remaining annual budget that is not
either already spent or encumbered.
• CAUTION – if the cost centre contains a budget in expense object 788 – LOCKED PY
Surplus(Deficit) a discussion with the budget holder should occur if planned
expenditures in the current fiscal year will be made against this tracked balance.
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1. From FRS main menu select FRS Web Reports.
2. Then select the fiscal year you are interested in.
3. Account Summary option. (Account Summary and Account Detail (not discussed in this
orientation)) are available to all users with at least viewing authority for a cost centre.
4. Make other selections as desired to narrow/refine the data you wish to view.
Key points.
• The report allows for select object(s) to be shown rather than seeing all expense objects
for a cost centre or division
• The report will sort the data in 3 possible ways which makes it adaptive to varying needs
of the user.
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Refer to handout provided for commentary on what each column means/contains.
The information shown in this report view is almost identical to the Cost Centre Summary
view except what was referred to as Budget To Date is now named Budget Projection To
Date, and there is a new column – Favourable (Unfavorable) Variance.
REMINDER: the ending fiscal period selected in the previous screen will dictate which
column the data will be shown in.
Key Points:
• If multiple cost centres or a whole division has been selected the Grand Total for Report
will provide a combined view while retaining the expense object code detail.
• Budget for Year column will tell you the spending limit approved for the cost centre
• Budget Uncommitted column will tell you the remaining annual budget that is not
either already spent or encumbered.
• Favourable (Unfavorable) Variance column gives a indication on how the actual activity
is matching to the planned activity to the period selected.
• CAUTION – if the cost centre contains a budget in expense object 788 – LOCKED PY
Surplus(Deficit) a discussion with the budget holder should occur if planned
expenditures in the current fiscal year will be made against this tracked balance.
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Prompt: if you have full divisional access and do not have the report option in your FRS
Web Reports menu please contact Nikki.
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1.
2.
3.
4.

From FRS main menu select FRS Web Reports.
Then select the fiscal year you are interested in.
Revenue and Expenditure Report (visible to authorized users only)
Make other selections as desired to narrow/refine the data you wish to view.

Key points.
• The report can be generated at the divisional level which gives you the option to see
expense object and or cost centre details or not.
• The report can be produced in 4 possible formats which makes it adaptive to varying
needs of the user.
Linkage to quarterly variance monitoring: Divisional Summary and Cost Centre Detail
reports.
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Refer to handout provided for commentary on what each column means/contains.
Again, the underlying information in this report view is almost identical to the other views,
except the names on the numerical columns are different and there is a new column –
Commitments.
REMINDER: the ending fiscal period selected in the previous screen will dictate which
column the data will be shown in.
Key Points:
• Annual Budget column will tell you the spending limit approved for the cost centre(s) or
Division(s) selected.
• Total Variance Positive (Negative) column will tell you the remaining annual budget that
is not either already spent or encumbered.
• Variance Positive (Negative) column gives an indication on how the actual activity is
matching to the planned activity to the period selected.
• NOTICE – if a cost centre(s) or budget division(s) contains a 788 – LOCKED PY
Surplus(Deficit) balance this report view will not include the value as it is the
accumulated prior year results. Actual spending against a tracked balance will be
captured in this report like all current year transactions.
• REMINDER: Discuss with the budget holder in advance of current fiscal year activity that
is made against a tracked balance(s) as the Annual budget for their budget division that
they are being monitored on a quarterly basis against does not include the tracked
balances.
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Each fiscal period is closed (meaning no further transactions can be posted to that period)
at end of day on the 5th business day of the subsequent period(month). Example: Fiscal
period 1 = April. April will be closed on the 5th business day in May (i.e. Fiscal period 2).
Quarterly variance analysis:
• Finance review of each Budget Division will begin after the last fiscal period for the
quarter being reviewed has closed. Example: Q1 (i.e. April – June) variance analysis for
1617 will begin in July on the 6th business day.
• Finance is allotted 1‐2weeks to perform the variance analysis and send out to each
budget holder.
• Budget holders are generally allotted 1‐2weeks to review the package from Finance and
respond.
• Finance Incorporates analysis and responses from Budget holders and prepares the
consolidated report for the Finance Committee of the Board of Governors.
Budget Development:
• The formal planning timeframe is May – September however Areas can begin planning
for future budget years at any time.
• See slide 8 for link to official page for annual budget schedule.
• Only 1 submission is accepted for each budget development year.
• Once the draft budget is solidified by the three senior budget holders no revisions to
budget details will be made.
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Ideally you only want to deal with an item once. Correcting transactions after the fact
causes additional work for the Area as well as for Finance.
With continuous monitoring there should be no surprises when the quarterly variance
package is sent to each budget holder.
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